
Bo, 

 

PACOE forwarded the information you provided to all our members and asked for feedback.  

Since we did not get a lot of responses, we decided to include those we did get to you in their 

entirety.  Perhaps unsurprisingly, the members that responded are mostly in offices that are 

understaffed.   While some of the individual comments may be outside the scope of your specific 

inquiry, I do believe there are some valid concerns mixed in. 

 

We will continue to forward any relevant feedback we receive. 

 

Thank, 

 

PACOE Officers 

 

 

This is the feedback I received; 

 

1.  How many offices will be assigned per state?   

2.  Will there be any stand alone counties? 

3.  Will there be direct reassignments if a Central office is "over-staffed" and a Branch Office is 

"under-staffed"?   

4.  Will there be instances where there will not be satellite counties? 

5.  What happens to displaced CED's or FLM's if it will be CED vs. CED or CED vs. FLM? 

6.  Doesn't a FLM have an unfair advantage over a CED since they can supervise a GS PT and 

CO PT's but a CED can only supervise CO PT's? 

7.  Where will our sister agencies be located if the CBS concept is adopted?  Will NRCS & RD 

be in a Central, Branch or Satellite office? 

8.  The Secretary is stating new office concept is not about saving money but increasing the 

agency efficiency.  It sounds like we may save on staff, but not on rent, while travel may 

increase (by the way, not just in terms of travel dollars, but in time lost while driving.)   Has the 

thought of spending more time driving than actually working with the farmer been discussed?  

This would not a good use of a day.  Has anyone done an actual cost/benefit analysis of this?   

9.  A mention was made about alleviating the stress of a one person office – lunch breaks, safety, 

etc.  If you only have one person travel to a Satellite office on a given day, then how is that 

solving safety/restroom/lunch break issues?  Also, what about computers, etc?  Will the office 

still have printers, phones, and computers?  

10.  Seems like there could be a lot more travel incurred between CBS's; will travel be funded or 

more G-cars added? 

11.  20 miles between counties as the crow flies is unrealistic and should be calculated on actual 

travel. 

12.  Congress is not pushing for this change; the Secretary is not FSA's advocate.  Why can't this 

significant change wait until the Farm Bill is fully implemented and a workload/cost analysis 

study can be conducted? 

 

 



Thanks for seeking input on this important matter. I feel the “CBS” model does a very poor job 

of addressing the offices that do not have the workload to justify three people, but have enough 

workload to warrant being open full time. I believe I am in one of those offices, so I’ll use our 

situation as an example for what I feel is a better solution: 

 

Let’s use the 2012 staffing plan numbers [PA specific], which aren’t perfect and are certainly 

going to change with the new farm bill and with CREP coming to the Delaware Valley, but it 

works for this example. Bucks/Montgomery should have 1.59 PT’s and 

Northampton/Lehigh/Carbon/Monroe should have 2.86. When Bucks/Montgomery had two full 

time employees, I had time to spare helping out in N/L/C/M. Sometimes I would go there, but a 

lot of the time I was doing it from Perkasie. This is a little bit of a reversal of the concept of the 

central and branch office, because in this case the branch office is performing functions for the 

central office, but here’s why it works: 

 

It allows resources / workload to be distributed properly while allowing the smaller office to 

remain open to serve the local producers. The offices stay open, the work goes where it should. 

Everyone is happy! 

 

It creates the possibility of  FSA actually serving as “a one-stop shop” to provide information 

about agricultural opportunities and rural development.  That idea won’t be very effective if the 

office is closed most of the time, or doesn’t exist at all. The idea of “one-stop-shop” and “by 

appointment only” don’t go together very well, in my opinion. 

 

It allows the office to keep two people in it full time, which eliminates some big issues 

associated with having a one-person office. I would agree that offices should not have just one 

person. So many things have become an issue in this office – taking a day off, getting sick, 

taking lunch on busy days, boxing up files in the basement for the records center, etc. I don’t 

even want to think about spring acreage reporting. An office can, however function with two 

people, and function well if they are proficient, and I don’t see why they think two-person offices 

should be taken off the table for the future.  

 

I think we realize that being understaffed is going to be the norm. Under those 2012 staffing plan 

numbers, N/L/C/M will be understaffed by .86 PT’s and B/M will be understaffed by .61 PT’s. I 

can tell you with confidence that B/M will be far more greatly impacted by the -.4 than the 

“central” office when the central office has 3 people to take on the extra work, one of them a 

CED. I almost think it is better to keep the central office understaffed than the smaller ones, if 

there are specific guidelines for how the “extra” time will be spent by employees in the branch 

office. Maybe that extra 40% of one person’s time is spent performing admin functions for all 

offices under the direction of the CED, or specializing in other programs. Maybe it is different 

for every district or shared management team. Maybe the states should have more flexibility to 

arrange the offices to best suit their states and counties, and actually do it. I think shared 

management can work, and does work. Not just with the CED’s covering multiple offices, but 

the PT’s acting as a team. We have developed various ways here to deal with being short-

handed- including adopting a team mentality. The Northampton PT is good with all the admin 

stuff, and takes care of it for this office. I’m good with the farm records stuff, and help them out 

there. They have lots of NAP and know what they’re doing. I have one NAP producer, and don’t, 



but if they ever have EFRP I can definitely take that on. This model could certainly be expanded 

as a way of making FSA more efficient and cost-effective.  

 

I think the satellite office has limited value, and it seems like those offices would likely be the 

first targets for closures next time around which would defeat the purpose of structuring it that 

way to begin with. Maybe that category should be reserved for offices that really do have a 

workload that doesn’t justify an entire person. The branch office concept should be expanded to 

include two employees- whoever decided there didn’t need to be anything between <1 and 3 full 

time employees doesn’t have a very good understanding of offices like ours that serve the 

counties we serve.  

 

Finally, we should not be looking just at the current number of employees, or the current 

workload, or the crow-flies distance, but other factors as well. To someone in an open rural area, 

driving 40+ miles to the closest FSA office might not seem like a lot- they can drive on the 

highway at 70 mph and be there in a half hour. What about the ones that have to drive over a 

mountain, or through heavily urbanized areas? That same distance becomes 3x longer of a drive. 

So as someone serving the farmers in two of the most populated counties in PA (make that three, 

if you count Philadelphia), I want to emphasize how important it is to keep doing so - The better 

we can support the farmers in semi-urban areas, the more likely they are to keep farming and 

keep the land as farmland, which is vital in areas like this. Those farmers that have been hanging 

on for dear life in Lower Bucks County, farming 1 acre fields because that’s what is left, need 

support just as badly as the ones in the Midwest. Maybe even more so, cause when they get sick 

of it all and sell their farms off to developers, that’s the last of it in the area. Oh yeah, and they 

still don’t have smartphones and email. 

 

So, there’s my ramblings, you asked for it. I probably could have made it shorter and more 

concise, but, um, I kind of have some work to do. Thanks for listening J  

 

 

I have a major concern and it does have to do with staffing. I have one PT. It appears that I am 

not going to be able to hire anyone. My concern is that there is too much work in this office for 

one PT and myself. 

 

Just recently, a neighboring PT has been coming to help us. This is the time of year when we are 

not extremely busy and I need help. Last year we had around 600 DCP contracts, we have 125 

MILC contracts, over 250 CREP contracts with re-enrollments every year and over 1100 acreage 

reports. I know that those numbers are small compared to your county. I have been averaging a 

FSFL every year and our MAL’s numbers are increasing every year as producers become aware 

of the advantages of this program. Plus all the other things that come in recons, NAP, etc. 

 

We are looking at a new farm bill with sign up. I do not have the man power to even begin to 

touch the workload that is currently here let alone when sign up starts. I am in dire straits – I 

have ONE PT!!  No one seems to get it. I am being asked to meet all deadlines with ONE PT. 

What she can’t accomplish – I have too. This has been an on going issue and quite frankly we are 

tired and run down. We are constantly asked to do more.  



 

My major question is why can’t a critical need be put in to hire someone? I don’t understand the 

SED’s reluctance to get permanent help in this office. When questioned by my COC about right 

sizing – his exact words were – “it’s not fair to those offices or people of over staffed offices to 

be RIFed”. But in his eyes it is fair to have ONE PT who has to be an expert in EVERY 

program, administer EVERY program.?????? I have been the conservation PT, farm records PT, 

compliance PT, FSFL PT and eligibility PT and all other miscellaneous items PT for over 2 

years. These kind of working conditions really put a sour taste in your mouth. It’s hard to even 

get a time that we can take our AL. I am not complaining about the work I have to do. I would 

much rather come in every day have work to do however it is the quantity of the work that is 

expected of two people. Because I am the “PT of many hats” it lets little time to carry out the 

duties assigned to the CED’s. It is very frustrating and maybe you are not the one that I should be 

complaining too – I don’t feel that I am complaining I am stating fact. My one biggest fear is that 

if the SED doesn’t make a push to get positions filled that have been vacated, that the staffing 

ceiling is going to drop on PA and I am only ever going to have one PT in what is clearly a two 

PT office, at least. Who knows what the new farm bill sign up is going to bring 

 

 


